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Abstract: An optimal design strategy of a network of fixed bed reactors for Methanol Production (MP) is proposed in this study. Both methanol production and profit spanning a production period of eight years have been set as objective functions to find the optimal production network. The conservation of mass and energy laws on a heterogeneous model of a single industrial methanol reactor was first developed. The model was solved numerically and was validated with industrial plant data. Different reactor network arrangements were then simulated in order to find an optimal superstructure. It was found that a structure of four reactors (two in series in parallel with another two in series) provide maximum production rate. The application of the more realistic objective function of profit showed that a configuration of two parallel reactors is the best configuration. This optimal structure produces 92 tons/day more methanol than a single reactor.
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1. Introduction

Originally, methanol was produced entirely from destructive distillation of wood, hence the common name wood alcohol. This production method was used exclusively from the middle of the 19th century until the early 20th century when the synthetic method of production, mixing of hydrogen with carbon oxides at high pressures, was discovered in the 1920s [1]. The distillation of wood was no longer effective. The product, obtained in very poor yield, was often badly contaminated with other organic products from the wood including resins and hydrocarbons as well as few higher carbon alcohols [2]. The method using methane as the main raw material and adding oxygen was effectively used until 1973, at which point it was banned. After a twenty year break, the method is making a return. This method is slightly flawed since it requires lots of energy input and the process produces several organic by-products other than methanol, mainly ethyl ether and ethanol. Nearly half of methanol produced worldwide is used directly in the synthesis of formaldehyde [1]. Methanol, however, has many other important uses in today's world. Unleaded gasoline contains methanol, either directly in the fuel or as MTBE, and this use accounts for nearly 10% of methanol consumed in the world. The remaining 40% of methanol is used widely in many fields. Methanol is used as a solvent in the synthesis of pharmaceuticals including vitamins and cholesterol. It is also used as a solvent to extract natural oils from animals and plants. It has further uses in the technological world in the form of antifreezes, as well as a fuel source in blowtorches, barbecues and ovens [2,3].

The main step in the methanol process is methanol synthesis. Methanol synthesis reactors are designed based on two technologies: high-pressure synthesis operating at 300 bar and low-pressure synthesis operating between 50 and 100 bar [4]. The methanol synthesis reactor selected here as a case study is a Lurgi type low pressure reactor [5]. The synthesis gas (CO$_2$, CO, and H$_2$) can be produced through a number of pathways including reforming of natural gas or liquid hydrocarbons, gasification of coal, and in some types of waste-to-energy gasification facilities. Methanol synthesis reactions occur in a set of vertical tubes packed by a CuO-based catalyst. The heat of exothermic reactions is removed from the tubes with boiling water that is recycled as coolant in the shell of the reactor. The operating period of the reactor starts with fresh catalyst and ends at a certain low activity (about 0.4) such that the operation of the reactor at that time is not economic. Catalyst lifetime of the reactor is about four years and after that, the old catalyst must be replaced with a fresh one [6]. Recently, there has been a trend to use reactors in series or parallel combinations. For example, Santacesaria et al. [7] compare different reactor configurations for biodiesel production.

The motivation of the current study was to design an efficient reactor configuration for producing methanol from CO$_2$. This is a common problem in process systems engineering where optimal flow sheet structures are sought. There are usually three general approaches to find optimal design configurations:

- The heuristic approach, which relies on intuition and engineering experience and thought.
- The physical insight approach, which is based on exploiting basic physical principles.
- The optimization approach, which depends on mathematical programming techniques.

The aim of superstructure optimization is to configure a network for generating the desired products from a given feed under the constraints imposed. A superstructure problem consists of the following major steps: 1) the construction of the network structural model; 2) the generation of a nonlinear/
linear mathematical model, and 3) the solution of this model. The method for creating superstructures usually considers (implicitly or explicitly) all possible alternatives so that the rigorous solution of the resultant mathematical model gives rise to a global optimum.

Several studies on methanol processes can be found in the literature. Lange [4] presented a review of methanol synthesis technologies. Lovick [6] studied dynamic modeling and optimization of methanol synthesis reactor and presented an industrial catalyst deactivation model. A review of modeling of methanol reactors can be found in Zahedi et al. [8,9], where we have studied various optimization aspects and also the optimal control of methanol reactors. In spite of the extensive literature on superstructure optimization in chemical reaction engineering, there has been no attempt to find an optimal reactor configuration for producing methanol from CO$_2$. The objective of the current study is to find such a configuration. First a heterogeneous model for a single industrial methanol reactor is developed and validated against industrial plant data. Then various reactor configurations were simulated and based on economic considerations, the optimum reactor network was found.

2. Reactor modeling

2.1. Single reactor modeling

The reactor is Lurgi type fixed bed reactor, which has been studied in our previous works [8-9]. Based on Rezaei et al. [10] there is a small difference between heterogeneous and homogeneous methanol reactor modeling, but noting Heckl et al.’s [11] comments, which encourage the use of a more accurate mathematical model for superstructure design, the heterogeneous model has been employed in this research. In this model, the gradient between the solid and the fluid phases is considered. In addition, axial dispersion is neglected and it is assumed that there is no viscous flow on catalyst pellets and isotherm catalyst pellet. The following equations for the heterogeneous model can be written:

For the solid-phase:

\[
\varepsilon_c c_i \frac{d y_{is}}{dt} = k g_i (y_i - y_{is}) + r_i \rho g a \quad i = 1, 2, ..., N - 1
\]

\[
\rho_g c_m \frac{dT}{dt} = a_i h_f (T - T_s) + \rho_g a \sum_{i=1}^{N} r_i (-\Delta H_{f,i})
\]

whereas $y_{is}$ and $T_s$ are the solid-phase mole fraction and temperature, respectively. For the fluid-phase:

\[
\varepsilon_f c_i \frac{\partial y_i}{\partial t} = -\frac{F_i}{A_c} \frac{\partial y_i}{\partial z} - a_i c_i k g_i (y_i - y_{is}) \quad i = 1, 2, ..., N - 1
\]

\[
\varepsilon_f c_i c_p \frac{\partial T}{\partial t} = -\frac{F_i}{A_c} \frac{\partial T}{\partial z} + a_i h_f (T_s - T) + \frac{\pi D_i}{A_c} U_{shell} (T_{shell} - T)
\]

whereas $y_i$ and $T$ are the fluid-phase variables. The boundary conditions are:
\[ y_i = y_{i0}, \quad T = T_0 \quad \text{at} \quad z = 0; \] \hspace{1cm} (5)

The initial conditions are:
\[ y_i = y_i^{ss}, \quad y_{i0} = y_{i0}^{ss}, \quad T = T^{ss}, \quad T_s = T_s^{ss}, \quad a = 1 \quad \text{at} \quad t = 0; \] \hspace{1cm} (6)

where \( y_i^{ss}, y_{i0}^{ss} \) are profiles of mole fractions and \( T^{ss}, T_s^{ss} \) are temperature profiles along the reactor in the fluid-phase and the solid-phase, respectively. The industrial reactor is Shiraz petrochemical complex reactor with specifications as listed in Table 1 [12].

| Table 1. Design specifications of Shiraz industrial methanol reactor. |
|-----------------|--------------|
| Quantity        | Value        |
| Number of tubes [-] | 2962        |
| Length of reactor [m]  | 7.022        |
| Bulk density of bed [kg/m³] | 1132        |
| Void fraction of bed [m³/m³] | 0.39        |
| Internal radius of tubes [mm]  | 38          |
| Catalyst diameter [mm]  | 5.4          |

2.2. Auxiliary equations

In the methanol synthesis, three overall reactions are possible: hydrogenation of carbon monoxide, hydrogenation of carbon dioxide that is strongly exothermic and reverse water-gas shift reaction:

\[ CO + 2H_2 \leftrightarrow CH_3OH \]
\[ CO_2 + 3H_2 \leftrightarrow CH_3OH + H_2O \]
\[ CO_2 + H_2 \leftrightarrow CO + H_2O \]

The kinetic model and the equilibrium rate constants are selected from Graaf’s studies [13].

2.3. Simulation

The solution of the steady state model was prepared as a building block for implementing the superstructure design and also to determine the concentrations and temperature profiles. In this case, the reactor bed was discretized into 30 subintervals. The resultant set of ordinary differential equations was solved using the Matlab ode15s solver [14]. The algebraic equations were solved by the “Gauss-Newton” method. The results of the simulation are shown in Figure 1. Table 2 shows validation of the model with the Shiraz methanol reactor using a catalyst deactivation of 0.4. At this deactivation, the process reached steady state conditions. This phenomenon occurs after about 1,100 days of operation.
Figure 1. Variation of methanol (a), carbon dioxide (b), and carbon monoxide (c) mole fractions along the reactor length.

Table 2. Comparison of steady state model and industrial reactor data.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Plant data (ton/day)</th>
<th>Model (ton/day)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>255.2</td>
<td>250.01</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

3. Superstructure

The aim of this section is to propose a search methodology for an optimal process flow sheet with no *a priori* knowledge of the application. This methodology is illustrated on the production of methanol, which is an energy vector of increasing importance. Figure 2 shows different schematics of proposed superstructures. These configurations can be defined by a matrix of 0s and 1s indicating the absence and the presence of a certain reactor at a certain location. An example of such a matrix X is illustrated in Figure 3. A general schematic of the proposed methodology for superstructure optimization is depicted in Figure 4. In this figure, \( f_{ij} \) represents the fraction of the rate of feed stream in output i which reaches reactor j. This variable is conventionally called “feed allocation ratio”. As different feeds with different compositions and temperatures reach each reactor a new feed with new physical properties is estimated in the physical properties block diagram.

There are various feeds with different compositions and temperatures which reach each reactor. So by writing a mass and energy balance equations at the entrance of the reactor, an equivalent feed stream to all incoming feeds is specified. In fact the physical property box, calculates equivalent entrance stream composition and temperature. As shown in Figure 4 for a specific configuration, the
first column reactor models are solved by a steady state model. The output of the first column is then fed to the next column. As different feed allocation ratios reach each reactor in column two, by applying the physical property estimation module, an equivalent stream composition is estimated. Applying the steady state model again, the output of the next column reactors is obtained. Finally using again the physical properties module and the model module, the output of this specific configuration can be obtained. This procedure is repeated for all configurations and finally by comparing the resulting objective functions, the optimum configuration is found. This is an exhaustive search for the optimal configuration and is possible since the number of possibilities in the present study is not prohibitively large.

Figure 2. Superstructure overview.

Figure 3. Superstructure connection variables.

Figure 4. Proposed algorithm for superstructure optimization.
4. Results and Discussion

At the first step of optimization, the methanol production has been set as the objective function. Based on this criteria different reactor networks have been examined and the results are shown in Figure 5. Two possibilities are found to be the best configurations: two reactors in series which are parallel with another two reactors in series. The connections of the reactors can be parallel or cross current. Figures 6 and Figures 7 show the variation of methanol flow rate and temperature inside the reactor, respectively.

Figure 5. Methanol yield and MP for different reactor configurations at a=1.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Configuration</th>
<th>Methanol Yield</th>
<th>Methanol Production</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>29.2%</td>
<td>451</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>35.9%</td>
<td>543</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>33.8%</td>
<td>514</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>37.0%</td>
<td>558</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>36.9%</td>
<td>557</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>37.5%</td>
<td>564</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>37.5%</td>
<td>564</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Figure 6. Methanol molar flow profiles for optimal configuration at a=1.
In order to build a more realistic structure, it is necessary to take into account investment and profit of the plants over a reasonable time period. The optimal methanol reactor configuration is a trade-off between lower capital and operating cost against higher production revenue. An appropriate objective function should then be formulated to encapsulate all of these costs. In order to do so, a time period equal to twice the catalyst life time was set as the time horizon for the economical analysis. A twenty percent interest rate and 80 percent of availability of equipment was assumed for the analysis. Methanol price was set to be $316 USD/ton [15]. Fixed Capital Investment (FCI) for each reactor was estimated from plant/capacity ratio [16] as:

\[ \text{FCI} = \text{Typical Cost} \times (\text{Capacity Ratio})^n \]  

Applying these data and implementing Equation (7), a two parallel reactor arrangement was found to give the highest net present value. This optimal structure produces 92 ton/day methanol more than a single reactor which is equivalent to $10,611,280 USD/year. So for future investments this configuration is recommended.

5. Conclusions

A general methodology capable of simulating different configurations within a superstructure was introduced and programmed for the industrial methanol synthesis reactor. The building block used for performing simulations was validated with actual plant data. The superstructure simulator was designed to model a network of Lurgi-type methanol reactors. The simulation program was demonstrated on different configurations within a 2 x 2 reactor networks. The economically optimal configuration was found to be two reactors connected in parallel.
Notation:

- $Ac$ [m$^2$] cross area of each tube
- $a_v$ [m$^2$.m$^{-3}$] external particle surface area per unit of reactor volume
- $a$ [-] activity of catalyst
- $c_{Pg}$ [j.mole$^{-1}$] specific heat of the gas at constant pressure
- $c_{Ps}$ [j.mole$^{-1}$] specific heat of the solid at constant pressure
- $c_t$ [mole.m$^3$] total concentration
- $D_i$ [m] tube inside diameter
- $F_t$ [mole.s$^{-1}$] total molar flow per tube
- $h_f$ [W.m$^2$.K$^{-1}$] gas-solid heat transfer coefficient
- $kg_i$ [m.s$^{-1}$] mass transfer coefficient for component i
- $N$ number of components
- $N_r$ number of reactions
- $R$ [j.mole$^{-1}$.K$^{-1}$] universal gas constant
- $r_i$ [mole.kg$^{-1}$.s$^{-1}$] reaction rate of component i
- $T$ [K] bulk gas phase temperature
- $T^s$ [K] temperature of gas on the solid surface
- $T_{shell}$ [K] temperature of boiling water in the shell side
- $T_{ref}$ [K] reference temperature
- $t$ [s] time
- $U_{shell}$ [W.m$^2$.K$^{-1}$] boiling water-gas overall heat transfer coefficient
- $y_i$ [-] bulk gas phase mole fraction for component i
- $y_i^s$ [-] mole fraction of ith component in the solid phase
- $z$ [m] axial reactor coordinate

Greek letters:

- $\Delta H_{f,i}$ [j.mol$^{-1}$] enthalpy of formation of component i
- $\varepsilon_B$ [m$^3$.g$^{-1}$.m$^{-3}$] void fraction of catalytic bed
- $\varepsilon_S$ [m$^3$.g$^{-1}$.m$^{-3}$] solid particles’ void fraction
- $\rho_B$ density (kg/m$^3$)

Superscripts and subscripts:

- $^0$ inlet conditions
- $^0$ initial conditions
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